Linear spinor fields are a generalization of the Dirac field that have transparent cluster decomposability properties needed for classical correspondence of relativistic quantum systems. The algebra of these fields directly incorporate gravitation within a group that unifies the dynamics of the same number of additional hermitian carriers of quantum numbers as there are gauge fields in SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). They also provide a mechanism for the dynamic mixing of massless neutrinos using a "transverse mass" conjugate to the affine parameter labeling translations along its light-like trajectory, consistent with those in the standard model.
Introduction
The Dirac equation utilizes a matrix algebra to construct a linear relationship between the quantum operators for energy and momentum in the equations of motion. The properties of evolution dynamics described using such linear operations on quantum states are straightforward, and have direct interpretations. In particular, the cluster decomposability properties necessary for classical correspondence of relativistic quantum systems is most directly realized using linear quantum operations [1] [2] [3] .
It is therefore advantageous to extend the Dirac formulation to include operators whose matrix elements reduce to the Dirac matrices for spin 
An Extension of the Lorentz Group
The finite dimensional representations of an extension of the Lorentz group will be constructed by developing a spinor representation of the algebra. The group elements b will include 3 parameters representing angles, 3 boost parameters, and 4 group parameters ω associated with four operatorsΓ µ .
Extended Lorentz Group Commutation Relations
For the extended Lorentz group, the commutation relations for angular momentum and boost generators remain unchanged from those of the standard Lorentz group. The additional extended group commutation relations will be chosen to be consistent with the Dirac matrices as follows:
3)
A Casimir operator can be constructed for the extended Lorentz (EL) group in the form
This operator can directly be verified to commute with all generators of the group. The operators C, Γ 0 , and J z will be chosen as the set of mutually commuting operators for the construction of the finite dimensional representations.
Group metric of the extended Lorentz group
The group metric for the algebra represented by
can be developed from the adjoint representation in terms of the structure constants:
The non-vanishing components of the extended Lorentz group metric are given by
It is important to note that the group structure of the extended Lorentz group generates the Minkowski metric η µν as a direct consequence of the group structure. Neither the group structure of the usual Lorentz group nor that of the Poincare group can generate the Minkowski metric as a metric describing an invariance due to the abelian nature of the generators for infinitesimal space-time translations.
Symmetry Behavior of Spinor Forms
The substitution of the angular momenta J k and Γ 0 with barred operators identified as J ↔J (2.13)
will preserve the commutation relations (2.8). For the Dirac case, this is seen to represent a "particleantiparticle" symmetry of the system, and it represents a general symmetry under negation of the eigenvalues of the operator Γ 0 .
Finite dimensional spinor representations
Spinor representations of this extension of the Lorentz group will next be constructed.
Number of States
The order of the spinor polynomial of the finite dimensional state of the Γ = J max representation can be determined by examining the minimal state from which other states can be constructed using the raising operators and orthonormality. This minimal state takes the form
where the χ (±)
± represent the four spinor states. The lower index ± labels the angular momentum basis, while the upper index labels eigenvalues of Γ 0 . The general state involves spinor products of the type A single J basis with (2J + 1) 2 states does not cover this space of spinors. However, one can directly verify that 
Higher order representations will include states of differing angular momenta with common quantum statistics.
Spinor metrics
Invariant amplitudes are usually defined using dual spinors so that the inner product is a scalar under the transformation rule for the spinors D:
This means the spinor metric g should satisfy
The Dirac conjugate spinorψ ≡ ψ † g includes this spinor metric.
The eigenvalues of the hermitian angular momentum operators J and Γ 0 are given by real numbers
which requires that the finite dimensional representations satisfy
The spinor metric therefore takes the general form
using the quantum number shorthand a : {γ, s z }. One can show that the general form of this spinor metric anti-commutes with the boost generator and spatial components of the Γ matrices:
For the Dirac representation, the spinor metric takes the form of the Dirac matrix γ 0 . However, the spinor metric is not related to Γ 0 for higher spin representations.
Representation of
The forms of the matrices corresponding to Γ = 
The Γ µ matrices can directly be seen to be proportional to a representation of the Dirac matrices[4] [5] .
A representation for Γ = 1 can be found in reference [1] .
An Extension of the Poincare Group
Once space-time translations are included in the group algebra, these additional commutation relations must result in a self-consistent set of generators [1] . The extended Lorentz group structure can be minimally expanded to include space-time translations as long as all operators continue to satisfy the algebraic Jacobi identities,
An attempt to only include the 4-momentum operators in addition to the extended Lorentz group operators does not produced a closed group structure, due to Jacobi relations of the type
The nonvanishing of this commutator in the Jacobi identity implies a non-vanishing commutator between operators Γ µ and P ν , and that this commutator must connect to an operator which then has a commutation relation with Γ µ that yields a 4-momentum operator P β . Since the 4-momentum operators self-commute, at least one additional operator, which will be referred to as M T , must be introduced.
The additional non-vanishing commutators involving Jacobi consistent operatorsP µ andM T are given
The first three of these relations are identical to those of the Poincare group. The final two relations consistently incorporate the additional operatorM T needed to close the algebra.
Invariants and group metric
As demonstrated in section 2.2, given the structure constants defining the commutation relationships of the generators , a metric for the complete group η s n can be developed using (2.11). The non-vanishing group metric elements generated by the structure constants of this extended Poincare group are given by
where η µ ν is the usual Minkowski metric of the Lorentz group. The Minkowski metric is non-trivially generated by the extended Lorentz group algebra. This group theoretic metric can be used to develop Lorentz invariants using the operators Γ µ . Since Γ µ P µ is also Lorentz invariant, the group transformation properties of the generators P µ , as well as their canonically conjugate translations x µ , are direct consequences of the group properties of the extended Poincare group. The standard Poincare group has no non-commuting operators that can be used to connect the group structure to the metric properties of space-time translations.
Unitary quantum states
A Casimir operator for the complete group can be constructed using the Lorentz invariants given by
The label m in the Casimir operator C m parameterizes the eigenstates that can be developed to construct a finite dimensional representation. The form of this group invariant suggests that the hermitian operator M T is a transverse mass parameter of the state, which can have a non-vanishing value for massless states η βν P β P ν = 0. A set of quantum state vectors that are labeled by mutually commuting operators are given
where m 2 is generally a continuous real parameter, and all other parameters are discrete. Γ is an integral or half-integral label of the representation of the extended Lorentz group, J labels the internal angular momentum representation of the state, and J has the same integral signature as Γ.
Eigenvalues of the group CasimirĈ m andĴ 2 will be used to label an arbitrary standard state vector.
An additional invariant can be constructed from the pseudo-vector
where the antisymmetric tensor ǫ αβµν is defined by
for (αβµν) an even permutation of (0,1,2,3), −1 for (αβµν) an odd permutation of (0,1,2,3), 0 for any two indexes equal.
The covariant 4-vectorŴ α is orthogonal to the 4-momentum operator,P µ η µνŴ ν = 0, due to the antisymmetric form definingŴ α . When acting upon a massive particle state at rest (which has a time-like 4-momentum), the 4-vector W α is seen to be a space-like vector whose invariant length is related to the particle's spin times its mass. 
where the matrices Q
Linear Wave Equation for Single Particle States
Eigenstates of the operator Γ µ P µ will give linear operator dispersion relations for energy and momenta in a spinor wave equation. The commutators of the various group generators with this Lorentz invariant operator are given by
One should note that, from (3.43), the transverse mass only commutes with Γ µ P µ for massless particles.
Similarly, from (3.42) the 4-momentum operator only commutes with Γ µ P µ if the transverse mass vanishes.
Therefore, only massless states can have non-vanishing transverse mass values m T = 0. The transverse mass operatorM T is the generator for translations of the affine parameter labeling the trajectory of a massless particle.
Spinor forms of the quantum state vectors and matrix representations of the operators can be developed in the usual manner:
This results in a momentum-space form of the spinor equation given by
where (γ) is the eigenvalue ofΓ 0 for massive particle states. It is worth noting that this linear spinor formulation does not have negative energy solutions. Rather, there is a sign is associated with the particle type eigenvalue γ. Therefore, straightforward interpretations of the energetics of particles can be made without introducing any filled Dirac sea of fermions to prevent transitions from positive energy states.
There is no need to introduce any additional degrees of freedom to stabilize the ground state once radiative coupling is included.
The configuration-space representation of (3.45) takes the form
The spinor fields satisfy microscopic causality as long as their quantum statistics is fermionic for Γ halfintegral, and bosonic for Γ integral. The transformation properties of the fields under the improper Lorentz transformations of parity and time reversal, as well as under charge conjugation, can be developed in a straightforward manner [1] .
A form of a Lagrangian for gravitating linear spinor fields with local gauge symmetries will next be displayed. One can define spinor-valued geometric matrices of the form
, where the ξμ represent locally flat coordinates. A gauge covariant Lagrangian density for a particle with Casimir label m is given by
where (c. c.) specifies the complex conjugate of the previous expression, and the matrices G r are hermitian generators of the local gauge group of symmetries for the linear spinor field Ψ (Γ) (γ) . Such a Lagrangian form has straightforward cluster decomposition properties when systems of mixed entanglements are being described.
Spinor Lie transformation algebra and the principle of equivalence
Linear spinor fields are useful for describing the micro-physics of gravitating systems for several reasons.
One useful property is their cluster decomposition properties that allow straightforward combinations of systems with arbitrary degrees of quantum entanglements at varying times. Another property is that the group metric generated by the operatorsΓμ constructs the Minkowski metric. Because operators likeΓμPμ are invariant under the Lorentz subgroup of transformations, the components of the momenta likewise transform in a manner consistent with this metric defining subgroup invariants. There is no analogous Lorentz subgroup metric for the Poincare group, since there are no non-abelian operators in that group to generate this metric. Since the 4-momentum operatorsPμ transform like basis vectors, the invariance ofPμ ημνPν will have significance defining the space-time metric. The relevant group properties of the extended Poincare group will be further explored in this section.
The general extended Poincare group transformation can be characterized by the 15 parameters P X ≡ { ω, U, Θ, a, α} conjugate to generators {Γ µ ,K j ,Ĵ k ,P ν ,M T } representing "Dirac boosts", Lorentz boosts, rotations, space-time translations, and lightlike translations. For brevity, the 5 mutually commuting extended translations will be labeled by a barred parameterā ≡ {α, a}, while the set of 10 extended
Lorentz group parameters will be underlined a = {Θ, U, ω}. The overall group structure will be examined for the product transformation of pure translations with pure extended Lorentz group transformation defined by the conventionÛ (P X ) ≡X(ā)Ŵ (a). A reversal of this order results in a representation that is a similarity transformation on the elements.
The individual subgroups have well-defined group operations within each subgroup, while the overall group will have group operations based upon the convention: ; a) ). The inverse group element to P X = {a,ā}, which can be calculated usingŴ
Group associativity for operations within the subgroups is expressed in the relationships Given the group operation, the complete set of group parameters (like structure constants, Lie structure matrices, transformation matrices, etc.) can be constructed. The matrices that define how the group transformations mix the generators of the group
where it is convenient to define the Lie transformation matrices O I m s (P) ≡
, and
. With these definitions, the transformation matrices for the generators satisfy 
where the capital Greek indices sum over the five parameters including the space-time coordinates and the affine coordinate conjugate to the transverse mass. Thus, the ⊕ Λ ∆ (a) define the extended Lorentz transformation matrices on the momenta. The fact that the translations are abelian allows a very useful choice of the translation group parameters associated with space-time coordinates. If one utilizes the
, the associativity condition (3.49) implies that
Therefore, if one defines the special set of coordinates ξΥ by
then these coordinates have the property that
This means that these coordinates satisfy ξΥ(φ x (b;ā)) = ξ∆(b) ⊕∆Υ(ā) + ξΥ(ā). The coordinate transformation is related to the group operation via
This equation directly relates the tetrads Vμ β to the extended Poincare group operation.
More generally, the special coordinates satisfy
or, in a more suggestive formφ
The expression (3.59) demonstrates a direct mapping of locally flat coordinates into curvilinear coordinates, consistent with the principle of equivalence.
Dynamic mixing of massless states
The transverse mass operatorM T of a massless particle is the generator for affine parameter translations ∆λ along the particle's light cone trajectory, and its non-vanishing eigenvalue propagates a stationary particle with the usual quantum phase e − ī h mj c ∆λ . Since all massless particles share the same phase for space-time propagation e ī h p· x , the usual manner for differentiating particles for dynamic mixing requires the introduction of small masses for the particles [6] . However, massless particles of differing transverse mass can be mixed in a straightforward manner. In particular, a mechanism for mixing massless neutrinos of fixed helicity ± 1 2h will be developed. Suppose that massless neutrinos of finite transverse mass mix to form flavor eigenstates in a manner consistent with the single helicity states giving V-A couplings in weak interactions, and analogous to the quark mixing that suppresses neutral, strangeness-changing currents. The transverse mass eigenstates will be labeled by |m j , while the eigenstates of flavor that define generation a will be labeled |f a . Any mixing due to the dynamics is expected to relate the states in a manner that preserves unitarity, The scale of the affine parameter is given by the spatial/temporal distance of the null particle trajectory ∆λ = L = cT .
The transition probability for the mixing P(
Thus, massless particles with differing transverse mass eigenvalues δm jk = m j − m k can indeed allow dynamical mixing of flavor eigenstates.
Additional Hermitian generators
The fundamental representation of the extended Lorentz group can be developed in terms of 4 × 4 matrices, with a particular representation given in (2.26). The three angular momentum generators, along Six additional generators are given by the Hermitian forms of the anti-Hermitian generators Γ j and K j given by T j = i Γ j and T j+3 = i K j . The final two generators are given by
The set of 8 Hermitian generators T s do not form a closed algebra independent of the other Hermitian generators. The spinor metric transforms these generators according to gT s g = −T s . Transformations involving at most 5 re-combinations of these generators will vanish on upper component standard state vectors for a Lagrangian of the form (3.47). However, the remaining three combinations necessarily mix particle states defined by the Γ µ P µ form of the Lagrangian.
Conclusion
Physical models that are unitary, maintain quantum linearity, have positive definite energies, and have straightforward cluster decomposition properties, can be constructed in a straightforward manner using linear spinor fields. The piece of the group algebra that connects the group structure to metric gravitation necessitates the inclusion of an additional group operator that generates affine parameter translations for massless particles. This allows dynamic mixing of massless particles in a manner not allowed by the standard formulations of Dirac or Majorana.
Just as classical mechanics emerges from the expectation values of quantum processes, space-time geometry can be assumed to emerge from expectation valued measurements of quantum energies and momenta via Einstein's equation. Using this interpretation, classical geometrodynamics is emergent from the behaviors of ensembles of mixed quantum states as they independently decohere. Linear spinor fields then maintain their linearity by describing coherence using coordinate descriptions transformed from the proper coordinates of the gravitating fields. 
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